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Welcome.
We are a growing community of legal professionals, 
businesses, and concerned citizens who believe that the 
quality of justice you receive should not depend on how 
much money you have.
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Join us. Help fulfill the American  
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No one should have to fight alone...

tHe CampaigN

You and I are probably a lot alike, dear reader. We have been blessed with many opportunities in our 
lives. When we face a challenge we can’t tackle alone, we know who to call for help.  

But what if we didn’t? What if you were a single mom in a minimum-wage job, illegally evicted from 
your apartment? What if you were a senior on a fixed income, wrongfully denied medical care? Or a 
victim of domestic violence, isolated from friends, family and employment? Could you defend your 
rights in court? Would you know where to go for help?

Julie faced that challenge. So did Greta, and David and Gabriel. In this report, you’ll see how civil legal 
aid was a critical support as they rebuilt their lives. It is due, in part, to the many supporters listed 
in this report that New Hampshire Legal Assistance and the Legal Advice and Referral Center were 
there for them and for more than 10,000 other people last year.

Too often, people in New Hampshire must fight these battles on their own. Despite the fact that civil 
cases can cost people their home, health care, custody of their children or even their sense of personal 
safety, the majority of civil litigants who cannot afford an attorney have no access to legal help. 

No veteran should ever have to live on the streets because our society does not adequately fund civil 
legal aid. No family should have to defend themselves alone in court against a wrongful eviction or 
foreclosure. No victim of domestic violence should live in fear for her and her children’s safety just 
because she can’t afford legal help. 

The Campaign for Legal Services is our way of standing up and saying, you do not have to fight this 
battle alone. If you were part of our efforts last year in raising almost $294,000, thank you. Your 
support helped these programs change lives.

If you have not yet joined us, please, read the stories in this report. When you’re done, consider, what 
if America truly lived up to our promise of “justice for all”? And what if you helped us get there? 

Jack Sanders, Jr., Chair
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at a gLaNCe

Worked with almost 2,000 individuals 
and families to resolve domestic violence 
issues.

Helped more than 60 at risk youth receive 
the educational, social, and/or health care 
services they need. 

47% of our clients 

have household  

income below 100% 

of the federal  

poverty level*
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* Federal Poverty Level (2016):

  One person household: $11,770
 Two-person household: $15,930
 Three-person household: $20,090
 Four-person household: $24,250

TOTAL HeLPeD 
10,620

HOuSING 
3,596

FAmILY LAw 
1,893

BeNeFITS & SerVICeS
1,087

Eviction

Foreclosure

Parental 
rights/ 

visitation

Divorce

Domestic 
violence

Education

Local, 
state, and 
federal aid 
programs

Healthcare

Discrimination

mOST CASeS:

Legal Aid in New Hampshire



most people seeking legal aid are trying to prevent  
homelessness, access benefits and services, or protect 
themselves and their families from domestic violence...

Cheshire Hillsborough
Rockingham

Strafford
Sullivan

Merrimack

Belknap

CarrollGrafton

Coos

2,793 children

990 people with disabilities

277 veterans

20% of our clients are under 30 

60% of our clients are 30-64

20% of our clients are over 65+

Almost 40% of our clients 
sought help to prevent  
homelessness

1,257 seniors

NHLA and LARC help people  
throughout the state 
 
Cases by County in 2016 
  Belknap:   495
 Carroll:   274
 Cheshire:   418
 Coos:   327
 Grafton:   679
 Hillsborough: 3,123
 Merrimack:  1,124
 Rockingham:  1,593
 Strafford:  1,003
 Sullivan:   682
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In 2016,  3,096 volunteer 
hours were logged at LARC and 
NHLA offices

Legal aid helped clients secure 

$1.1 million  
in federal benefits and child  
support payments in 2016 



foCuS aReaS
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Housing
Highlights —2016

Through eight housing discrimination cases in 
2016, NHLA secured $38,000 in damages for 
clients. In many cases, having legal counsel also 
helped these clients avoid eviction and  
homelessness.

NHLA held four events across the state to train 
new members of the Fair Housing Testing  
program, and completed 59 tests in New  
Hampshire in 2016. 
 Fair Housing testing is a controlled method 
for measuring and documenting if protected 
classes of people – such as immigrants, people 
with disabilities, or families with children – are 
facing discrimination. For example, a test for 
racial discrimination in rental housing might 
involve sending two testers – one white and one 
a person of color – to an apartment building to 
inquire about the same type of apartment.  The 
testers are matched for all characteristics except 
the one being tested. After visiting the building, 
each tester provides a detailed account of the 
experience. 
 Since it is not always obvious to renters, 
homebuyers, or applicants for loans or  
insurance that they have been subjected to a 
discriminatory housing practice, testing has 
become a critically important and necessary 
investigative tool for enforcing fair housing laws.

➤

➤

Every week, NHLA and LARC receive requests 
for urgent help from New Hampshire residents 
facing imminent homelessness. Illegal eviction 
or some other legal problem associated with 
subsidized housing are usually the reasons we 
get involved.

Through its Housing Hotline, LARC advocates 
help clients avoid illegal evictions by providing 
them with self help instructions by telephone.

NHLA advocates promote equal access to housing 
by preventing illegal evictions, challenging  
discriminatory housing practices, and engaging 
in community outreach. Through the Foreclosure 
Relief Project, NHLA collaborates with LARC, the 
Pro Bono Program, and HomeHelpNH to prevent 
homelessness by either resolving cases so  
homeowners can keep their property or 
negotiating a smooth and graceful exit with a 
plan for an affordable next home.

We also expand capacity by helping tenant  
associations understand housing policies, 
change unfair policies, and preserve affordable 
units at risk of being lost to market rates.

NHLA and LARC also collaborate with advocacy 
groups involved in affordable housing initiatives. 
Representation of individual clients gives our 
attorneys and paralegals great insight into the 
systemic problems that produce housing  
shortages and instability for low-income people. 
We use this knowledge to advocate for changes 
to agency rules and regulations at the local, 
state, and national levels, and to push for  
legislative action and reform at the state level.



we were in the ultimate worry mode. were 
we going to be homeless?

David served as a paratrooper with the 82nd Airborne Division; as he liked 
to put it, he jumped out of perfectly good airplanes for a living. After his 
service, he worked for decades as a truck driver, until multiple injuries left 
him fully disabled. Now, he and his wife Penny care for their grandchildren 
in their Manchester apartment.

One day, David discovered an eviction notice left in his mailbox. The notice 
gave no explanation; it simply ordered David and Penny to leave their  
apartment before the end of the month. He later learned his landlady had 
sold the building, and the new owners wanted to move into their unit. 

David and Penny scrambled, and found a new apartment, but it wouldn’t 
be ready until a week after the notice required them to move out. He called 
several agencies for help, including the Veterans Administration, but no one 
had any clear answers about his rights. 

 “We were in the ultimate worry mode. Were we going to be homeless? I 
wasn’t going to let her put my grand-babies out in the cold,” David says. 

At his wits’ end, David called LARC and spoke with housing advocate 
Steve McGilvary. 

“The very first thing Steve told me was, ‘Yes, you have rights, and here’s what 
they are.’ That right away made me breathe easier.” 

Steve pointed out the many legal deficiencies 
in the notice David’s landlady had written, and 
walked him through the process of filing his  
response. The legal process guaranteed that  
David, Penny and the kids could stay in the  
apartment until their new home was available. 
And with Steve’s guidance, David got the case 
completely dismissed. 

“I didn’t want this on my record as an eviction 
because it could keep haunting us down the line,” 
David said. “But I was scared when I thought 
about going to court, because I figured she would 
have a lawyer, and there’s no way I could afford 
one. Once I talked to Steve, I knew what my rights 
are, and I wasn’t afraid anymore.”

Once I talked to Steve, 
I knew what my rights 
are, and I wasn’t afraid 
anymore.” 

“

David, penny, and their two grandchildren are 
now safe and sound in their new apartment.
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Domestic Violence
foCuS aReaS
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We believe everyone deserves a safe home, free 
from abuse and violence. But at least 1-in-3 
women and 1-in-4 men in New Hampshire  
report being assaulted by an intimate partner. 
On a daily basis, victims of domestic violence and 
families in crisis reach out to New Hampshire’s 
legal aid programs for advice and protection. 

LARC operates a divorce and parenting hotline 
in English and Spanish that provides clients with 
legal advice and counsel over the phone on  
current or pending legal issues. LARC also  
maintains a website of self-help guides for anyone  
facing domestic violence, sexual assault, and stalking. 

NHLA attorneys represent victims of domestic  
violence in protective order proceedings, as well as 
divorce, child support, and parenting cases. NHLA 
frequently advocates for the interests of domestic 
violence survivors in public policy discussions. 
LARC also works with NH Pro Bono Program  
volunteer attorneys to secure representation for 
eligible low-income victims of domestic violence in 
divorce and parenting hearings.

Both organizations maintain strong relationships 
with the New Hampshire court system, and with 
community-based health and social service  
providers. These relationships, strengthen 
outreach to victims, empower survivors, and 
facilitate abuse-prevention efforts.

Our programs are also active participants in the 
conversation about social, economic, and cultural 
issues that perpetuate domestic violence. We 
recognize how these issues create additional 
barriers for victims and survivors of domestic 
violence who need legal help to navigate divorce 
and parenting issues.

Highlights —2016

As a member of the state’s Family Mediator  
Certification Board since 2015, NHLA Domestic 
Violence Advocacy Project Co-Director Erin 
Jasina has been working to improve the way 
mediators screen cases for domestic violence.
 “Mediation is really not safe and appropriate  
in divorce and parenting cases where there 
has been abuse,” Jasina says. “Abusers do not 
approach mediation with a good faith effort to 
resolve the case. For them, it’s another avenue to 
control and harass and abuse their victim.”
 With the other members of the board, Jasina 
developed new standard guidelines for  
mediators to screen cases for abuse. With these 
new guidelines, the hope is that all divorce and 
parenting cases are given thoughtful screening 
before mediation.

Additionally, Jasina will be working this year 
with the Strafford County Visitation Center to 
propose a new, more safety-focused First  
Appearance for divorce cases involving children 
and parenting cases. This new structure could 
result in First Appearances that educate all 
parties about domestic violence and its impact on 
children, and give victims a clear understanding 
of their right not to participate in mediation. 
This will also lead to better self-screening of 
cases before they are referred to mediation.

➤

➤



You never think it’ll get to that place, but it 
did. I knew it had to stop.

Julie didn’t realize it until she tried to get away, but her abusive boyfriend 
had spent years gradually isolating her. After she moved in with him in the 
North Country, he made it almost impossible for her to see friends or family, 
or work and save money of her own. 

Then came the day he threw pieces of wood from the wood splitter at her, 
leaving her with a concussion and bloody head wound. 

“He had thrown things at me before, glasses, dishes, furniture,” Julie said. 
“You never think it’ll get to that place, but it did. I knew it had to stop.” 

With help from NHLA, Julie petitioned for and received a protective order, 
child support and a court order allowing her and the children to stay in the 
house to finish the school year. 

Too often, survivors don’t know what support they can request from the 
court. Without appropriate support, they often feel they have to choose 
between being homeless, or returning to the abuse.

“That’s just not something I could have done on my own,” Julie said. “Thank 
God for legal aid. He had a lawyer, and I was so afraid to go to court to face 
them. Legal aid was the only solution when I had no one else to turn to.”

Julie’s ex continued to harass her through the court’s order allowing him 
supervised visitation with their daughter. As required, Julie quickly filed 
paperwork at the nearest supervised visitation center. But her ex refused to 
comply with the center’s requirements, and instead yelled at the center staff. 

Julie soon found new affordable housing. But given her 
ex’s behavior regarding the visitation and his refusal to 
attend court-ordered batterer’s intervention classes, 
she was still concerned for her safety. 

Her NHLA advocate drafted a motion to extend the 
protection order before it expired. To support her 
request, Julie convinced the visitation center staff to 
write a letter about the aggressive way he spoke to 
them. The Court extended Julie’s protection order 
for another year. 

“You can say it’s just a piece of paper, but it gives 
me peace of mind and it’s helping us rebuild. It’s 
helping us start over.”

 

Legal aid was the only 
solution when I had no 
one else to turn to.”

“

Julie and Caroline are safe in their new 
home in the North Country.
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Health and Public Benefits
foCuS aReaS
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Highlights —2016

In 2016, legal aid staff helped New Hampshire 
residents secure more than $1.1 million in 
income, mostly through child support or federal 
benefits they were entitled to receive. With this 
income, legal aid clients are able to pay their 
rent and utility bills and buy groceries for their 
families. 

NHLA worked with Manchester Community 
Health Center and Ammonoosuc Community 
Health Center last year to utilize federal funding 
and private grants to recreate medical-legal 
partnerships at the health centers. 
 Through the partnerships, legal aid staff train 
the medical staff to recognize when a patient’s 
health problem might have a civil legal solution. 
The partnership has helped patients leave abusive 
homes, and remedy unsafe living conditions, 
such as mold or inadequate heating, that can 
negatively affect their health. 
 Research from the National Center for 
Medical-Legal Partnership shows that legal aid 
reduces stress, helps people take medications 
on a more regular basis, and reduces hospital 
admissions for people with chronic illnesses.

➤

➤

Genetics, diet and exercise aren’t the only factors 
that affect our health. In fact, new research is 
showing they aren’t even the main influence. 
Social determinants of health – such as access 
to affordable healthy food, safe housing, clean 
water and preventative health care – have as 
much impact as genetics. Legal aid helps people 
get and stay healthy in a number of ways.

Seniors, veterans and other individuals living 
with disabilities, for example, need legal help 
and advice if they are denied the benefits to 
which they are entitled. 

Our programs also help individuals and  
families access unemployment compensation 
and temporary assistance programs, such as 
food stamps and local welfare programs.

LARC helps  hundreds of people every day 
through phone support and thousands more 
each year turn to the self-help guides and other 
resources found at their website nhlegalaid.org. 
NHLA advocates represent and advise people in 
securing and maintaining the federal and state 
benefits they need.

Strong partnerships with the community-based 
healthcare, social service, and disability support 
organizations have enabled us to expand our 
advocacy efforts on behalf of veterans and  
seniors over the past several years, and we see 
this area of our work continuing to grow in the 
years ahead.

http://nhlegalaid.org


Health and Public Benefits
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If not for legal aid, we would not be in our 
home today.

Gabriel is a graduate of the US Naval Academy at Annapolis and an 18-year 
veteran of the US Navy. He is a homeowner in New Hampshire’s Seacoast 
region and a proud father. He is also permanently disabled due to his service – 
but he wasn’t always able to admit that last one, even to himself.

“The biggest challenge in this case was helping him let go of feeling ashamed 
to need disability benefits in the first place,” says NHLA Benefits Project 
paralegal Megan Dillon.

When he left the Navy, Gabriel was partially disabled due to chronic pain, 
anxiety and PTSD. He sought less demanding civilian work, but after a few 
years, that job was also impossible, and the Veterans Administration  
determined him 100 percent disabled.

The family tried to get by on his veterans benefits and his wife’s part-time 
salary, but eventually they fell behind on their mortgage. 

Gabriel’s initial application for federal disability benefits was denied, and 
they turned to NHLA for help with the appeal when the bank filed to foreclose 
their home. 

“It isn’t uncommon for people determined disabled by one agency to be denied 
by another,” Dillon says. “Gabriel and his wife, who is also a veteran, are very  
smart and highly educated people, but these are incredibly technical proceedings.

 “Gabriel had down-played a lot of things in his initial ap-
plication. It’s often hard for people like him, who worked 
their entire lives, to speak honestly with a judge about their 
disabilities.”

“If not for legal aid, we would not be in our home today,” Gabriel 
says. “It was hard on my ego to admit my inability to work. But it 
was worse to be denied the benefits my family needed. Now, my 
children are all doing well in health and in school. We contin-
ue to face challenges, but knowing we will have a roof over our 
heads has brought us the greatest peace.”  

Dillon helped the family secure a retroactive benefit payment, which saved 
their home, and a monthly benefit so the family can afford the modified 
mortgage going forward.

 “The house seemed to be the symbol of who he used to be as  
a husband and as a father, as a provider – it was a true  
representation of that past. We can’t reverse his physical and mental condi-
tions, but at least we were able to save their home.”

Knowing we will have a 
roof over our heads has 
brought us the greatest 
peace..”

“



Youth
foCuS aReaS
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Highlights —2016

NHLA’s Youth Law Project (YLP) serves as a 
leader in the statewide Juvenile Justice Coalition, 
which successfully advocated to change state 
law so minors tried as adults will be held at the 
Sununu Youth Services Center, rather than adult 
facilities, until they reach the age of majority. 

The YLP also successfully advocated for new 
provisions that aim to lower New Hampshire’s 
alarmingly high rate of incarceration for non- 
violent and low level juvenile offenders. The new 
provisions will highlight instances of incarceration 
of these juvenile offenders, and require the  
Department of Children Youth and Families to 
find ways to lower the rate of incarceration. 

Working with a range of stakeholders, the YLP 
guided state lawmakers in implementing new 
requirements for memoranda of understanding 
between police departments and schools using 
school resource officers. 

YLP also successfully advocated for passage of 
laws designed to reduce the number of children 
who waive their right to counsel at the beginning 
of their delinquency cases. Ensuring access to 
legal services early almost always leads to better 
outcomes and prevents youth from sinking more 
deeply into the juvenile justice system.

➤

➤

➤

➤

The evidence is clear: completing high school 
makes a huge difference in an individual’s life 
trajectory. There is a strong correlation between 
earning a high school diploma and finding a 
decent job, avoiding criminal activities, and even 
living longer.

Kids with learning disabilities or behavioral 
health issues are far more likely to drop out 
of school — often because they don’t get the 
services they need to successfully advance and 
graduate.

The Youth Law Project helps kids with disabilities 
get the services they need so that they can stay 
in school and get the best start in life. NHLA 
advocates often get involved after a suspension, 
expulsion, or truancy violation. We work with 
school officials and the criminal justice system 
to avoid confinement and keep kids with their 
family, in school, and in their community.

The Youth Law Project is also involved in 
juvenile justice reform efforts, and has been 
involved in several recent initiatives to make the 
justice system more flexible and compassionate 
for juveniles, most notably raising the age of 
delinquency to 18, implementing consistent data 
collection practices, and training attorneys and 
Family Court judges about the unique impact the 
justice system can have on our kids.
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Our biggest fear was that she’d fall so far 
behind in school.

Like many grandparents in New Hampshire, Janice and Jim didn’t expect to be 
parenting again in their 70s. But when their granddaughter Chloe needed to 
move in with them in Conway, they didn’t think twice about opening their home, 
even though she was struggling with emotional and behavioral difficulties. 

“The bottom line is, there was no alternative. Giving up on her is not an 
option,” Jim said. 

But when Chloe and another girl at her school began fighting – first online and 
then at school – they didn’t know what to do. They felt especially desperate 
after the other girl applied for a restraining order and Chloe was suspended 
from school. 

“We’ve never been in court before, not once,” Janice said. “We were very 
nervous. Our biggest fear was that she’d fall so far behind in school, and if 
something happened, if she didn’t control herself, she would be arrested. 
Then that could be on her record, and it could hold her back forever. We just 
wanted to do what was best for her, but we didn’t know what that was.”

They called the Legal Advice & Referral Center, who connected them with the 
Youth Law Project at NHLA. 

“I lost an awful lot of sleep before Michelle got involved,” Janice said. “It was 
wonderful to have somebody capable and knowledgeable. When it all came 
out, the judge just said, ‘You two girls, just stop it.’ It was a back and forth 
thing and the judge could see it, but only after Michelle brought the facts 
out.” 

Chloe is doing better now, passing all of her classes in 
school last year. The other girl involved apologized to 
Chloe, Jim and Janice.

“We have to go forward, and it is always getting  
better,” Jim said. “There are very few fairy tale  
endings, but I don’t need a fairy tale. I think  
everything is going to be alright and that’s all we 
can ask for.” 

 

We wanted to do what 
was best for her, but  
we didn’t know what 
that was.”

“

Janice and Jim worked with NHLa 
attorney michelle Wangerin, through 
the Youth Law project, to keep their 
granddaughter in school. 



Seniors
foCuS aReaS
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As Americans, we believe that everyone—young, 
old, able-bodied, or disabled—deserves to live 
with dignity and with as much independence as 
possible. But the reality is, seniors often face  
significant challenges to their dignity and  
independence, and many aren’t prepared to 
handle such challenges alone. 

As a group, older adults are vulnerable to a 
range of problems involving their income  
and/or finances, housing, and healthcare or 
benefits. The Senior Law Project at NHLA was 
created to help adults over 60 understand and 
resolve these civil legal matters.

Seniors are the most victimized segment of 
the population when it comes to scams, fraud, 
and other types of financial malfeasance. Elder 
financial abuse is particularly tough to combat, 
in part because it often goes unreported. Many 
elderly victims are too confused, fearful, or em-
barrassed by the crime to report it. One recent 
study reported by Consumers Digest estimated 
that there are at least 5 million cases of this  
financial abuse in the United States each year, 
but law enforcement or government officials 
learn about only 1 in 25 cases.

All services provided by the Senior Law Project  
are free of charge, made possible through 
support from the Campaign, as well as the NH 
Bureau of Elderly and Adult Services, the NH Bar 
Foundation, United Ways, the Mary Gale  
Foundation, the Endowment for Health, and the 
Pearl Manor Fund.

As New Hampshire’s population ages —  
representing almost one-third of the population 
by 2030 —a host of issues related to seniors will 
influence nearly every critical policy decision. 
Funding to maintain civil legal aid  will ensure 
all of our seniors have a  voice in that debate.

Highlights —2016

Training allies statewide about elder financial 
exploitation, including organizing a statewide 
summit that took place in April of 2016.

Continued participation in Financial Abuse  
Specialty Team to help combat financial  
exploitation.

Promoting legislative adoption of the Uniform 
Power of Attorney Act, including important  
protections that will help prevent power of 
attorney abuse.

Advocating against discriminatory provisions in 
state rules regulating assisted living facilities.

Leading the NH Alliance for Healthy Aging in 
strengthening the infrastructure for elder  
advocacy.

➤

➤

➤

➤

➤



It was destroying my grandmother to lose 
her home where she raised her family…

Ari reached out for legal aid to help his grandmother, who only wanted to 
age in dignity in the home that she and her husband bought 50 years ago. 

After Greta’s husband died, she gave her son Jack power of attorney, and 
signed ownership of her house to Jack and his wife Martha. They verbally gave 
Greta a “life estate,” a promise that they would care for her in her home until 
her death. 

But they quickly isolated her from other family and took complete control of 
Greta’s checkbook. They required her to pay all of the household bills from 
her Social Security and her husband’s life insurance. 

Martha had episodes of violent outbursts, and eventually called the police to 
report that Greta, a physically small and frail woman in her 80s, assaulted her.
After Martha filed for a restraining order, Greta was forced to leave her home 
and all her personal belongings. Then Jack and Martha put the home up for sale. 

 “It was destroying my grandmother, to lose her home where she raised her 
family,” Ari said. Senior Law Project Director Cheryl Steinberg and Fair Housing 
Project Director Christine Wellington worked together on Greta’s case. 

“The first thing we did was to defend Greta in the restraining order case. 
Cross-examination quickly revealed who the real victim was,” says Wellington.

They then obtained an injunction to stop the sale of the home and to 
protect Greta’s personal belongings. The case was ultimately resolved 
in mediation.

“Greta’s son and daughter-in-law did not honor their promise to care for 
her,” Wellington said.  “Instead they exploited her and abused her. Only 
the force of law could provide a venue for resolution of this case.”

“The help from NHLA was imperative. I don’t know where we would 
be right now if they hadn’t won this case,” Ari says. “I can’t even say 
how much gratitude I have for Chris and Cheryl. My grandmother has 
her  home back. She laughs all the time, she smiles all the time.”

I can’t even say how much 
gratitude I have...”

“

greta (seated); standing: fair Housing 
project Director Christine Wellington, 
Dave, ari, and Senior Law project 
Director Cheryl Steinberg. the group 
gathered to celebrate greta’s 84th 
birthday shortly after greta’s case was 
closed.
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When the demand for legal services was last 
examined closely in 2010, experts estimated 
almost 150,000 New Hampshire residents were 
both eligible for and in need of legal aid. But that 
year, our state’s civil legal aid programs were 
able to help fewer than 10,000 people. 

As important as each individual case is to the 
client or family involved, often the best way to 
help struggling families is through reform of the 
system of rules and practices that affect poor 
people in our state.  

NHLA maintains a consistent presence at the 
State House and before administrative  
rulemaking agencies such as the Department of 
Health and Human Services, New Hampshire  
Employment Security, and the Public Utilities 
Commission. We focus our legislative work on 
policy and budget proposals that impact basic 
needs of vulnerable residents in areas including 
housing, education, health care, domestic  
violence, and energy/utilities. 

Similarly, we focus our individual, group, class 
action, and appellate cases on those same basic 
human needs, recognizing that a single case 
may have the power to lift many people out of 
poverty. We rely on allied organizations to help 
us identify problematic and unlawful practices.  

The magnitude of unmet need for legal aid by 
individuals makes this part of our work especially 
important. Success in our policy and litigation 
efforts can help hundreds — and even  
thousands — of New Hampshire residents  
stabilize and improve their lives.

Highlights —2016

Worked with the NH Municipal Association to 
eliminate a penalty of 15 percent of assessed 
value, previously required for repurchase of 
principal residences after tax deeding — a big 
win for low-income homeowners! 

Together with steadfast allies from the NH Bar 
Foundation and the NH Bankers Association, 
NHLA also defeated a proposal to outlaw the 
IOLTA Program, a critical funding mechanism for 
civil legal aid. 

Defeated legislation that would have  
unnecessarily fast-tracked certain eviction 
cases, putting low-income tenants at a sharper 
disadvantage. 

Secured private grant funding to support several 
years of education, outreach, litigation and 
legislative advocacy on the issue of lead poisoning, 
which affects at least 1,000 children in New 
Hampshire each year, with potentially life-long 
consequences. 

Defeated several ill-conceived proposals including 
one which would have banned the use of Food 
Stamps in convenience stores for anything 
except milk.  

Defeated a particularly alarming bill, purported 
to disqualify members and supporters of foreign 
terrorist organizations from receiving benefits. 
At the bill’s public hearing, it quickly became 
apparent that it was intended to prohibit all 
Muslims from receiving assistance. 

➤

➤

➤

➤

➤

➤
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Last summer, NHLA won a major victory benefitting 
low-income parents of children with disabilities. 

When Carrie Hendrick, a single mother, lost her job, she turned to the state’s 
Temporary Assistance for Needy Families program. However, she was found 
ineligible after two of her children were approved for Supplemental Security  
Income (SSI), a federal program to support poor children with severe 
disabilities. The state had decided to consider the children’s aid as money 
available to support of the entire household, despite Congress’s intent that 
SSI be dedicated to the needs of children with severe disabilities.  

NHLA appealed that decision on behalf of Carrie, and another mom and 
their children. The NH Supreme Court, in a unanimous decision, agreed with 
NHLA and the allies who submitted amicus briefs, that the State’s policy was 
unconstitutional. This victory will help many families who are struggling to 
make ends meet while caring for children with severe disabilities.

Improving the systems that affect the lives of our clients often requires our 
program to work collaboratively with other organizations. The Disability 
Rights Center – NH submitted an amicus brief in the case on its own behalf 
and on behalf of the New Hampshire Association of Special Education 
Administrators and the National Disability Rights Network, supporting the 
mothers’ position. 

 “Families caring for children with disabilities often face immense obstacles 
to financial security, including the extraordinary costs of care and the loss 
of parental income,” said Andrew Milne, a DRC-NH staff attorney. “In this 

case, the Court restored the rights of children with 
disabilities and their families to receive the full 
benefit of two programs that are crucial to helping 
them overcome these obstacles and meet their basic 
needs.”

New Hampshire families are already benefiting 
from the decision. In December, NHLA helped a 
single mother facing eviction because she had fallen 
behind in her rent, and whose daughter is on SSI 
due to severe disabilities. Because of the Hendrick 
decision, this family can access financial stability 
through the temporary assistance program.

 “The Hendrick case will make a huge difference for 
many families,” said Ruth Heintz, an NHLA attorney 
on the case. “When something unexpected happens, 
this is a temporary program that needs to be  
available to them and their children.”

 

The Hendrick case will 
make a huge difference 
for many families.”

“

NHLa attorney Ruth Heintz and NHLa 
Litigation Director Kay Drought met in 
Washington D.C., with the u.S. Justice 
Department, to inform the department’s 
amicus brief in the Hendrick case. 



Thank you
ouR CommuNitY

Every year, a growing community of law firms, businesses, private  
foundations, attorneys, and concerned individuals and families show their 
support for civil legal aid in New Hampshire. In 2016, we raised almost 
$294,000 to help people in need of access to justice.
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Gifts from Law Firms and Other Businesses

Visionary leader: $15,000+

Sheehan phinney Bass + green pa

Pioneer of Justice: $10,000 - $14,999

orr & Reno, pa
pierce atwood, LLp
Rath, Young and pignatelli, pC

Champion of Justice: $5,000 - $9,999

Bernstein Shur
gallagher, Callahan & gartrell, pC
Nixon peabody LLp
Northeast Delta Dental
preti flaherty Beliveau & pachios
primmer piper eggleston  
 & Cramer pC
Segtel
the Sedoric group of  
 Wells fargo advisors
Shaheen & gordon, pa
upton & Hatfield, LLp

Partner in Justice: $2,500 - $4,999

Devine, millimet & Branch, pa
Downs, Rachlin & martin, pLLC
eastern Bank Charitable foundation
fidelity investments
Hinckley, allen & Snyder, LLp
mcLane middleton 
Sulloway & Hollis, pLLC
Well Sense Health plan

Defender of Justice: $1,000 - $2,499

abramson, Brown & Dugan
ansell & anderson, pa
Cambridge trust Company Wealth  
 management
Cook, Little, Rosenblatt &  
 manson, pLLC
Dartmouth Hitchcock
Donahue, tucker & Ciandella, pLLC
Harvest Capital management, inc
Hypertherm, inc
Jackson Lewis pC
New Hampshire Bar association
optima Bank & trust
Reis & Kirkland pLLC
unitil
Wells fargo foundation
Wyskiel, Boc, tillinghast & Bolduc, pa

Guardian of Justice: $500 - $999

albany international Corp
Baker Newman Noyes
Bank of New Hampshire
Casey Charitable matching programs
Drummond Woodsum & macmahon
enterprise Bank
flood, Sheehan & tobin, pLLC
goffWilson, pa
gottesman & Hollis, pa
Humor for Humanity
Lincoln financial foundation
Normandin, Cheney & o’Neil, pLLC
RiverWoods
the phillips-green foundation, inc
tober Law office, pa

 

Advocate for Justice: up to $500 

america’s Charities
Blue moon Cleaning of portsmouth 
getman Schulthess Steere &  
 poulin, pa
Law office of manning &  
 Zimmerman, pLLC
maggiotto, Belobrow, feeney &  
 fraas, pLLC
mesmer & Deleault, pLLC
Samdperil & Welsh, pLLC
Wing & Weintraub, pC



Representatives from the 2017 pacesetter 
firms: (seated) Judy fairclough, peter 
Burger, alyssa graham, Rob Deitel.  
(standing) Randolph Reis, Kimberly Kirkland, 
W. John funk.

Central to our firm’s mission is to “give a person 
a hand up”, and we can think of no more fitting 
way to do that than to support this campaign, 
and to support it generously.  

— peter Burger, orr & Reno, pa
 

WitH gRatituDe
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Pacesetters 

Campaign Pacesetters are firms who make gifts of at least $500 per attorney. 

Orr & Reno, PA

Zachary D. Bland
Caroline K. Brown
peter f. Burger
Robert S. Carey
William L. Chapman
Heidi S. Cole
Juliaana aili Digesu
Jennifer a. eber
Jeremy D. eggleton
Judy a. fairclough
Susan S. geiger
michael D. gottesman
margaret R. Kerouac
James f. Laboe
Connie B. Lane
John a. malmberg
James e. morris
Julie R. morse
Lindsey e. Nadeau
Douglas L. patch
Nicole m. paul
george W. Roussos
antony K. Sayess
maureen D. Smith
Jeffrey C. Spear
Lisa S. Wade 
Steven L. Winer
John m. Zaremba

Gallagher, Callahan & Gartrell, PC

Charles p. Bauer
matthew V. Burrous
R. matthew Cairns
peter D. Cline
Robert J. Dietel
Samantha D. elliott
W. John funk
Jon m. garon
Dodd S. griffith
Susan B. Hollinger
Caroline K. Leonard
erik Newman
Donald J. pfundstein
ari B. pollack
michael D. Ruedig
Donald R. Saxon

Ansell & Anderson, PA

Christine anderson
alyssa graham

Reis & Kirkland, PLLC

Kimberly Kirkland
Randolph J. Reis



ouR CommuNitY

Pioneer leader: $10,000

William L. Chapman

Partner in Justice : $2,500 – $4,999

Corey m. Belobrow
peter W. Brown
Lisa and Joseph a. DiBrigida, Jr.
James a. fitts
paul J. Holloway
James and margaret Kerouac
mark and Cynthia Rouvalis

Defender of Justice : $1,000 - $2,499

David and patricia alexander
Walter W. Bardenwerper
g. Dana Bisbee
Karen J. Borgstrom
alexandra Breed
Hon. John t. Broderick, Jr.
patience Chamberlin
michael and Julie Connolly
Barbara J. Couch
R. David Depuy
Lawrence m. edelman
Samantha D. elliott
eileen fox
W. John funk
John B. garvey
thomas B. getz
Wilbur a. glahn, iii
Douglas p. Hill 
Harold Janeway
mary Susan Leahy
gordon J. macDonald
marcia mcCormack
David S. peck
Renée plummer
H. Boone porter, iii
michael J. Quinn

alex Ray
emily g. Rice
Richard a. Samuels
Wilfred L. “Jack” Sanders, Jr.
Jill and John Schiffman 
Cathleen Schmidt
gregory H. Smith
Cheryl S. Steinberg
John tobin and Karen Ryan
Richard Y. uchida
martha Van oot
Robert a. Wells

Guardian of Justice : $500 – $999

Rep. Susan W. almy 
Christine S. anderson
Jonathan p. Baird and Debra 
 Reis-Baird
Heather and David Burns
Deborah Butler
matthew and tracey Cairns
michael and Christine Castaldo
michael e. Chubrich
patrick C. Closson
Hon. J. michael Deasy
michael a. Delaney
Stephen and Susan Duprey
Lewis m. feldstein
Bruce W. felmly
Harriet J. fishman
matthew J. fossum
anthony and emelia galdieri
Candace C. gebhart
Charles f. gerhan, Jr.
alyssa B. graham
Brenda Lee grant
Dodd and misty griffith
Robert and Jennifer gross
Katherine m. Hanna
Cecile B. Hartigan
Ruth Heintz and michael Ritter

thomas W. Hildreth
Ralph Holmes
John e. Hughes
Linda S. Johnson
abigail S. Karoutas
Kimberly Kirkland
michael R. Lafontaine
michael p. Lehman
Kevin m. meagher
Hon. James R. muirhead
Barry Needleman
Christopher Nielsen
Lynne m. parker
Hon. Deborah Kane Rein
Randolph J. Reis
alan and Joan Reische
thomas J. Sedoric
Lorraine Sostowski
David C. Steelman
Hannah K. Sullivan
James J. tenn, Jr.
mary e. tenn
michael B. tule
Danette Wineberg

Advocate for Justice: $250 - $499

Justice James p. Bassett and  
 Dr. ellen Bassett
Richard C. Bell Jr.
Lisa L. Biklen
erica u. Bodwell
William S. Boesch
Stephanie a. Bray
mark t. Broth
Donald a. Burns
Donald m. Caiazza
Robert p. Cheney, Jr.
Justice Carol ann Conboy
frederick J. Coolbroth
thomas J. Cote
mark W. Dean

Individuals and Families

COMMEMORATIVE GIFTS
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Corey m. Belobrow gave in honor of emily Rice’s dedication to equal access to justice

emilie D. Lander gave in memory of michael p. Hall

the staff of the Legal advice and Referral Center gave in memory of marilyn mcNamara 

Silas Little and theresa Kirouac-Little gave in appreciation of e. paul Kelly

Nixon peabody LLp gave in recognition of anthony galdieri

the Sedoric group of Wells fargo advisors gave in memory of Kiman Zachos

Jill and John Schiffman gave in memory of William a. Baker.

James L. Shiovitz gave in honor of elliott Berry

antone g. Singsen, iii gave in honor of molly Singsen, and in support of legal aid for family law cases

peggy Senter gave in honor of the Rakowsky-marshall family

Danette Wineberg gave in honor of former Chief Justice John t. Broderick, Jr. 

There’s no better way to honor a colleague, family member, or friend than with a gift in their name. See nh-cls.org for details.

http://nh-cls.org


WitH gRatituDe

Daniel m. Deschenes
Natalie m. Duval
gary m. epler
Benjamin B. folsom
Laurence W. getman
Joshua L. gordon
David mark gottesman
gordon f. grimes
Susan K. guild
Dennis J. Haley, Jr.
peter W. Heed
Cordell a. Johnston
Quinn e. Kelley
ovide m. Lamontagne
David m. Law
mark L. mallory
Hon. george S. pappagianis
anne and Lincoln phillips
mary and John Rauh
Kathleen m. Robinson
Keriann Roman
edward J. Sackman
William C. Saturley
Leonard S. Sawyer
Brackett L. Scheffy
Steven B. Scudder
Benjamin Siracusa Hillman
marjorie K. Smith
Charla Bizios Stevens
Kara N. Sweeney
thomas R. Watson
Christine C. Wellington 
gerald m. Zelin

Supporter of Justice : up to $250

anonymous (3)
Kile adumene
Christine alibrandi
Sarah S. ambrogi
Hon. David a. anderson
patricia anderton
Nichole andrew
Walter angoff
martin and eleanor arkowitz
michelle m. arruda
Christopher g. aslin
Demetrio f. aspiras iii
maureen attardi 
Brian Brennan and  
 Christine ayotte-Brennan
James Baker
mark e. Beliveau
Bruce and Rebecca Berk
Deodonne Bhattarai
Susan D. Bielski
Quentin J. Blaine
patti Blanchette
David C. Bliss
monique m. Boucher
Jane D.W. Bradstreet
philip R. Braley
Vickie m. Brooks
Courtney Q. Brooks

Lisha Brosseau
Kenneth C. Brown
Kenneth m. Brown
amb. george Bruno
tom Bunnell and Deborah  
 Schachter
edward D. Bureau
Naomi N. Butterfield
alan and patricia Cantor
Hon. Daniel m. Cappiello
Hon. Susan B. Carbon
Hon. Bruce a. Cardello
Hon. Robert a. Carignan
Ruth C. Cartlidge
elizabeth Cazden
michael t. Chiarella
anna B. Cole
John D. Colucci
margo m. Cooper
erin B. Corcoran
Nicholas p. Cort
Lucy Crichton
alan J. Cronheim
Rose m. Culver
Chief Justice Linda Stewart  
 Dalianis
Claudia C. Damon
Robert e. Dastin
faith e. Delaney
Karol Dermon
Deborah DeScenza
Catherine m. Devine
Kevin C. Devine
Janet f. DeVito
Robert C. Dewhirst
William J. Dodge
michael J. Donahue
Karen Dorr and Rob myers
Kay Drought and  
 Jeffrey Levin
Justice James e. Duggan &  
 mrs. Helen J. Hartman
andrew D. Dunn
Karl o. Durand
Juliana eades
alyson eberhardt
Sen. Daniel J. feltes and  
 erin R. feltes
mark D. fernald
Christina a. ferrari
martha may fink
Robert e. fisher
Kim R. flint
Richard B. foley
patrick H. ford
Clarke forsythe
Rebeka fortess and  
 Henri van Riel
Hon. francis J. frasier
michael fuerst
mark and amy furman
Carl and anne gabel
Nina C. gardner
Hon. michael H. garner

grant R. gendron
Donna t. giddings
James gleason
meghan S. glynn
Judith V. goodnow
Christine a. gordon
Suzanne m. gorman
Brian R. graf
Carolyn graham
Lawrence D.W. graves
John m. greabe
Susan g. guiraudet
margaret Cunnane Hall
Doris J. Hampton
Benjamin o. Hanna
Scott H. Harris
J. Campbell Harvey
Nicholas D.N. Harvey, Jr.

thank you to the following individuals who 
designated NHLa as the recipient when 
making a gift to the united Way.

Robert f. adams
Cooley a. arroyo
elizabeth and Steve Bailey
Kimberly Boone
James D. Christon
Brad and Kathleen Cook
maria Dalterio
Robert e. Ditman
Chiara g. Dolcino
Stephen R. eckberg
Lisa m. english
Joni N. esperian
alexander K. feldvebel
Rebeka m. fortess
eileen fox
Deborah L. granfield
Bobbi Hantz
John a. Hattan
Celina m. Hurley
Jonathan a. Lax
Commissioner gerald H. and Heidi Little
Sean R. Locke
Jack B. middleton
Jessica e. morton
Kerry p. Nelson
Laurel a. o’Connor
michael g. pouliot
merideth a. Schwab
Sarah Steven-Hubbard
Heidi Jo K. turcotte
Charles H. Weatherill
Diana and eric Weiner
ingrid e. White
David Wolowitz

find your local united Way at uwnh.org/find

United Way  
Supporters
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Dr. James Squires
Saralee Steinberg 
William m. Sullivan
Leslie Sullivan-Stacey
Richard W. taussig
eric a. taussig
Roy W. tilsley, Jr.
Kimberly e. troland
Hon. Brian t. tucker
matthew H. upton
autumn Van Sice
edwinna C. Vanderzanden
Hon. timothy J. Vaughan
Douglas g. Verge
Lawrence a. Vogelman
Hon. marguerite L. Wageling
Jeremy t. Walker
Stanley N. Wallerstein
Richard Wallis
michael J. Walls
michelle e. Wangerin
Daniel m. Weeks
gregory J. Wenger
Daniel Wentworth
David Wolowitz
Charles Wyman
Sherry and gary Young
mark S. Zuckerman

Individuals and Families, contd.

Double the impact of your employees’  
generous gifts through matching-gift 
programs.

Support ioLta Leadership Banks: Civil 
legal aid programs benefit from the 
compilation of small amounts of interest 
earned when lawyers pool the escrow 
funds they hold for their clients. to 
maximize ioLta income for civil legal 
aid, encourage your firm to place trust 
account funds with a Leadership Bank, 
which provides a higher interest rate. 
Contact the New Hampshire Bar  
foundation to locate the Leadership 
Banks in your community.

Sponsor Campaign events in your area: 
Help us spread the word about how 
legal aid benefits everyone. to arrange 
an event featuring representatives of 
the Campaign, call Campaign Director 
Sarah palermo at 603-369-6650

Other ways you can support 
equal access to justice
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Robin and Doug mcCallum
Scott mcCready
Kathleen a. mcDonald
Joseph m. mcDonough, iii
peter J. mcDonough
paul mceachern
Hon. Kathleen a. mcguire
Douglas p. mcNutt
f. graham mcSwiney
Laura J. milliken
Joseph e. mitchell
Robert S. molloy
george R. moore
Ben and Leanne mortell
gena Cohen moses
mona t. movafaghi
Robert B. muh
francis g. murphy, Jr.
Hon. Walter L. murphy
Joseph and Janet murray
ellen J. musinsky
Hon. tina L. Nadeau
Jennifer Nelson
John p. Newman
Leslie Nixon and Lee Nyquist
James g. Noucas, Jr.
Cathryn C. Nunlist
James a. o’Shaughnessy
executive Councilor  
 Christopher C. pappas
theodore H. parent
Jennifer L. parent
John B. pendleton
Sara persechino
Roger B. phillips
Brian J. pierce
Leah a. plunkett
Janet provost
Rona purdy
thomas B.S. Quarles, Jr.
Dianel Quirbach
John and Judith Ransmeier
John e. Rich, Jr.
Jack K. Ruderman
margaret p. Sack
Hon. Lucinda V. Sadler
Jeanne S. Saffan
David Sanderson
Sheila Sarabia
Jennifer B. Sargent
Ben Savard
peter C. Scott
peggy Senter
matthew R. Serge
James L. Shiovitz
Christina R.  
 Simpson de Reyes
antone g. Singsen iii
tim Sink
marcia R. Sink
frederick Smith, Jr.
gordon B. Snyder
Hon. David Hackett Souter
Hon. m. Kristin Spath

➤

➤

➤

D. Wade Harwood
Douglas S. Hatfield
Breckie Hayes-Snow
Barbara g. Heggie
Courtney H.g. Herz
Richard a. Hesse
Justice gary e. Hicks
Cheryl m. Hieber
Juli D. Hincks
Barbara L. Hoffman
Brigette Siff Holmes
William J. Holtham
Victoria Horrock
eric S. Howard
Rep. David o. Huot
Celina Hurley and John Beardmore
Jeremy James
erin Jasina
mitchell B. Jean
ernest a. Jette
Nancy p. Johnson
James a. Johnson, Jr.
Lucy J. Karl
geraldine Karonis
eleftheria S. Keans
Sandra B. Keans
frank e. Kenison
John B. Kenison Jr.
Robert S. Kenison
Jeanne m. Kincaid
Hon. David D. King
Suzanne King
mary Krueger
tess Kuenning
Dennis B. Labbe
matthew J. Lahey
emilie D. Lander
marie C. Landroche
Judge Joseph N. Laplante and  
 Carol a. fiore
Staff, Legal advice and  
 Referral Center
John a. and Kathleen S. Lassey
peter W. Leberman
Simon C. Leeming
michael Lenehan
elizabeth maher Leonard
alan Linder
Leigh Lisauskas
Silas Little and theresa Kirouac-Little
Helen C. Lloyd-Davies
Debra Longley
inna Loring
tricia and John Lucas
Justice Robert J. Lynn
marilyn t. mahoney
Karen makocy-philbrick
Hon. george L. manias
J. Christopher marshall
thomas N. masland
Lee and Randy mattson
Hon. Steven J. mcauliffe
Hon. Landya B. mcCafferty

nh-cls.org

http://nh-cls.org
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Joint Board of Directors for NHLA and LARC

executive committee (pictured above, left to right): 
Deborah Kane Rein, Rein Mediation; Quinn Kelley, Boyle, Shaughnessy & Campo; 
anne phillips, New Hampshire Charitable Foundation; Chair, James D. Kerouac, 
Wadleigh, Starr & Peters; Samantha elliott, Gallagher Callahan & Gartrell; Lawrence 
edelman, Pierce Atwood.

other members: Kile admumene, Manchester Community Health Center;  
Bridget anderson, Concord, NH; g. Dana Bisbee, Devine Millimet & Branch; 
peter W. Brown, Preti Flaherty; Deborah Butler, 1911 Office; William L. Chapman, 
Orr & Reno; michael Delaney, McLane Middleton; Lisa DiBrigida, Child Health 
Services; Douglas p. Hill, Gilford, NH; abigail Karoutas, Wyskiel, Boc, Tillinghast 
& Boldoc; michael Lewis, Rath, Young and Pignetelli;  tara marvel, Henniker, NH; 
arnold mikolo, Manchester Community Health Center; Kim Norwood, Laconia, 
NH; John pelletier, Sr., Derry, NH; Joseph plaia, Plaia LLC; Darlene Schmidt-
Brandt, Bellwether Community Credit Union; Denise Webb, Hudson, NH 

Staff: NHLA and LARC 

elliott Berry, Stephanie Bray, Ruthie Cartlidge, megan Dillon, Kay Drought, Karl 
Durand, maria eveleth, Kim R. flint, paula foss, patricia gardner, Candace  
Cappio gebhart, Donna giddings, Jeffrey goodrich, Carol graham, Brenda 
grant, Susan guild, Breckie Hayes, Ruth Heintz, Victoria Horrock, erin Jasina, 
Brenda Kirk, mary Krueger, Jillian LaCroix, Dona Larsen, Karen Leahy, audrey 
Logan, Karen makocy philbrick, James marshall, Sarah mattson Dustin, Steve 
mcgilvary, Dawn mcKinney, Ben mortell, Liliana Neumann, Sarah palermo, Lynne 
parker, poppi Ritacco, Kaitlyn Roy, Cheryl Steinberg, Stephen tower, Lori Wamser, 
michelle Wangerin, Christine Wellington.

2016 Staff Honors

the NH Community Loan fund named a 2016  
fundraising campaign in honor of NHLa Housing 
Justice project Director elliott Berry. 

NH Women’s foundation Board of Directors 
re-elected Sarah mattson Dustin, who led NHLa’s 
policy advocacy for several years, as the Vice 
Secretary. 

NHLa foreclosure Relief project Director  
Stephanie Bray was nominated to the federal 
Court advisory Board for the u.S. District Court 
of Concord. 

fair Housing project Director Christine Wellington 
was asked to author the New Hampshire Housing 
finance authority’s updated analysis of  
impediments to fair housing in New Hampshire. 

➤

➤

➤

➤

Thank you volunteers: Janet Taylor, Anne “Nancy” Sears, Yasin Alsaidi, 
Katie Muzzy, Patience Morrow, Hannah Carlson, April Brees, Beth Ambury,  
Andrew Fischer, Mary Gaiser, Nat Morse, William Philpot Jr., Shawna Bentley,  
Erin Bucksbaum 
 
Our volunteers provided more than 3,000 hours of service last year.



LARC provides toll-free telephone access to  
information, legal advice, and pro se assistance 
in both English and Spanish. It also refers  
eligible callers to New Hampshire Legal  
Assistance and other programs. In addition to 
the call center, LARC also maintains a  
comprehensive website to educate all litigants 
about their rights and the civil legal process.
Office:  
15 Green Street
Concord, NH 03301 
Phone: 800-639-5290 
www.nhlegalaid.org

NHLA is a nonprofit law 
firm providing advice, 
counsel, and representation 

 to low-income and elderly 
clients throughout New 
Hampshire. NHLA  
attorneys and paralegals 
represent clients at all 

levels of state and federal court — and in front 
of many government agencies — helping them 
access housing, benefits, and employment 
security, and safety from domestic violence and 
abuse. NHLA also advocates at the state level 
for systemic changes to policies that affect New 
Hampshire families.

Administrative Office:  
117 North State Street     
Concord, NH 03301
Phone: 603-224-4107 
www.nhla.org 

Branch offices in Berlin, Claremont, Manchester, 
and Portsmouth

http://www.nhlegalaid.org

